
UTOPIA



I have thought of it. 

Why. In the midst of this perfect world. I have mumbled why, I have uttered why, I have felt how something 
reaches deep and pulls out the word, pulls it out. Soma pushes it back. Orgies, competition. The State. There is 
something wrong. In our eyes, I see us beings pleasure ridden and pain managed, but I see a ghost in everyone 
and maybe that ghost is me. And is you. Do you think you’re happy? Free? Let me tell you, despite this being 
our world, despite our wonderful Order, a perfection celebrated in every wonderful year of our age, every day 
that we avoid illness and negativity, days where no fear is present, we all lack one thing. A choice. Our choice. 
It is absent and even more insulting when we can “choose” between centrigfugal bumble poppy or obstacle 
golf. The true obstacle is invisible. Our choice. When choice lacks, not only do we lack our freedom, we lack 
our humanity. We are not people! We are only signs of what’s gone missing.There is no meaning in a life 

that we do not decide! There is only consequence, a 
terrible consequence like a terrible dream that some-
how manages to lose our knowledge of it. The harder 
I shake it the stronger I feel it subduing me. The more 
desperate, and clear, it becomes. But beware. This is 
perfection. This is what it is. You know how it feels 
like. We all are bodies without mistakes, spaces like 
hours without moments. Bodies like numbers and 
sections and floors in flawless continuity. And here, 
where I feel my heart beat for something else than 
my own body, I tell you we have gone wrong. In all 
that we know that are our roles and our happiness, we 
cannot help but pop a little pill when our wandering 
humanity tries to reclaim its place. This life of ours, is 

Why?
a ruin. There is no happiness without choice, because 
happiness is what I can call my own, not what I am 
born into. If I have nothing to go after, then there’s 
nothing I can reach for. I am, like all of us, already 
there. We were looking for perfection and we found 
it. For we are Utopia, my fellow citizens, and if you 
should see this and not see how it is you, how these 
words are your own, , then you have truly lost eve-
rything. I leave you anonymous, but because we are 
all without a face, without a name. Let there be no 
mistake, that we all ask this why in every Soma we’re 
fed, in everything that we do not know and choose to 
let it remain so: in our equality, sons & daughters of 
Ford, we all are anonymous to humanity. 
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